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At least the people behind the black dragon think so!

So they have come to take revenge!

“Since you know everything, then die!”

A few people didn’t talk nonsense at all, and directly used killer moves.

They all knew about Levi Garrison being abolished by Messiah.

Ordinary people without the power to bind chickens.

“laugh!”

The one headed slashed to Levi Garrison fiercely.

“clang!”

“??!”

Levi Garrison flicked his finger. ..

The blade was broken in half.

“you you you you……”

Several people were so shocked that they could not speak.

Everyone thought that Levi Garrison’s martial arts had not been abolished.



“His martial arts is still there, intelligence error!!! Withdraw!!!”

Several people are fleeing like crazy.

“Puff!”

“Puff!”

…

But Levi Garrison didn’t give them a chance to escape at all.

A few blood arrows shot sharply.

All six are dead!

Levi Garrison doesn’t care who they are!

Now he has quit.

He only follows one principle-don’t mess with him!

After dealing with the six people, Levi Garrison returned home.

Zoey looked at him curiously: “You seem to be different?”

“The life of ordinary people is so much fun!”

Levi Garrison smiled.

Zoey didn’t think too much.

The rest of life gradually calmed down.

Levi Garrison finally enjoyed the silence.

At this moment, Messiah’s plan is also advancing rapidly.

The plan is named “Qianlong”.



In this regard, Messiah is very confident.

At least five king-level existences must be cultivated side by side.

One hundred genius seedlings first abolished their martial arts, and even their bodies
were crippled.

Reach the “break” standard.

Then come to practice Levi Garrison’s technique.

I don’t know what’s going on.

Hundreds of genius seedlings practiced the exercises for a month, but they didn’t even
have any effect…

This was what Messiah had thought of.

They all follow the steps, how can it be effective?

These 100 seedlings are all selected by thousands of people.

And there are special instructors to guide.

Basically it will not go wrong.

It can only be exercises.

“Could it be that Levi Garrison didn’t hand over the real cultivation technique?”

“Take another time to experiment!”

…

Messiah spent another two months, a total of three months, to inspect.

As a result, there was no effect at all, but the hundreds of seedlings were abandoned,
and they could no longer practice martial arts for life.



Because it took too long for self-defeating…

“It’s definitely a question of exercises!!!”

“Levi Garrison has not surrendered the real technique!”

…

Someone came to this conclusion.

Everyone agrees that it is a question of exercises.

“We were all deceived by Levi Garrison, he hasn’t surrendered the real technique!”

“It’s probably to fool us with the incomplete article! I said he couldn’t hand it over
easily!”

The crowd was indignant.

After all, the “Qianlong” project failed.

How much money, material and manpower was spent in three months.

It’s all in vain!

Everyone’s efforts were in vain.

There are a hundred genius seedlings just like this.

The initiator of all this is Levi Garrison!

“Go, go to Levi Garrison and ask for clarity!”

…

In North Hampton Villa.

Looking at the aggressive group of people, Levi Garrison asked coldly: “What are you
doing here? Hurry up, I’m just an ordinary person!”



“Well, you Levi Garrison, you really have a good hand!”

“what’s happenin?”

“You have never surrendered the real cultivation technique! Your cultivation technique
is useless at all! As a result, we have lost a hundred genius

seedlings in vain!”
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“Levi Garrison, why did you do this? Are you so narrow-minded?”

“Do you know how much we lost in these three months? This is a painful blow to
Erudia!”

“It’s all on you!!!”

Facing everyone’s accusations, Levi Garrison was stunned.

Gongfa problem?

I surrendered the exercises by myself!

What does it have to do with him?

“What I handed over is the exercise method you want. This exercise method was
originally incomplete, and I have made it up. What I have handed



over to you is the supplementary exercise method!”

Levi Garrison said seriously.

“Did you make up for the incomplete exercise? Obviously you did it yourself, right?”

“You must have done something, and then all of our hundreds of seedlings have been
abolished!” mi. c

“You have to give an explanation about Levi Garrison!”

…

Levi Garrison frowned, and a terrible chill broke out on his body.

“I’ll say it again one last time-there is no problem with the exercises I gave you!”

Levi Garrison approached.

“Impossible! There is no problem with the technique, why can no one succeed?”

“You must give an explanation about this!”

…

No one can think of other reasons.

“roll!!!”

The spring thunder burst into Levi Garrison’s mouth, and a terrifying aura broke out on
his body.

All the people present were suppressed.

Everyone seemed to see the one-word king back in the past.

Afraid!



fear!

No one dared to look at him at each other!

its not right.

Levi Garrison is now an ordinary person!

What are you afraid of?

“Levi Garrison, we won’t be oblivious anymore. I hope you will hand over the real
cultivation technique! Otherwise, this matter will not stop!”

Several people said.

“If you don’t leave again, I will smoke you, believe it or not?”

Levi Garrison said angrily.

“I do not believe!”

Now that Levi Garrison is an ordinary person, everyone will naturally not be afraid of
him.

“Death yourself!”

When Levi Garrison was about to lick someone with his big mouth, King Shu appeared.

“What are you going to do?”

“Don’t bully my master while he is an ordinary person! With me and the brothers, who
dares?”

Shu Tianwang is in a desperate posture.

Hearing this, the others showed a look of jealousy one after another.

There are nine heavenly kings, so no one dares to move Levi Garrison!



“No, King Shu has other things…”

After listening to the exercises, King Shu Tian sneered; “Everyone understands how
Master has treated Erudia these years? How could he do things

that would harm Erudia?”

“Furthermore, he is now an ordinary person, what is the use of keeping the exercises?”

“There is no effect, I can only say that this kind of exercise is not suitable for everyone!”

…

After Shu Tianwang reminded, everyone also reflected.

correct!

Think about it, Levi Garrison has been this one for so many years.

After thinking about it, Levi Garrison was willing to abolish martial arts by himself.

What does he still keep the exercises for?

“We misunderstood! It seems that we made a mistake in that step!”

“Go, go quickly!”

Everyone knew what was wrong and left immediately.

“Don’t harass my master next time!”

Shu Tianwang cursed.

Levi Garrison shook his head helplessly: “You saved them!”

Levi Garrison was going to smoke these people’s mouths.

King Shu appeared to rescue them.



“Master, don’t worry, you will be a teacher for one day and a father for life. I, Tang
Juefeng, will do my best to protect you from any harm to you and

your family!”

“I think the other brothers think the same way! You are an ordinary person, but your
apprentices are not!”

King Shu said earnestly.

“I don’t need protection from others!”

Levi Garrison sneered coldly.
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Now his strength is much higher than before.

This time the teacher let him see the world!

Experienced to be powerful!

Let me put it this way!

It seems that it is not a world!

The ghost knows how strong Levi Garrison will be now?



How can others be protected?

“And you, don’t hang around in front of me from now on! It’s really annoying!”

Levi Garrison forcibly drove the Shu Tianwang away.

Heavenly King Shu stood outside, staring for a moment and then sighed: “Hey, Master’s
temperament is still as aggressive and domineering as ever!

Even if he becomes an ordinary person, it is like this!”

“But you are an ordinary person after all. If you encounter enemies or danger, then you
will know it will be too late!”..

“That’s it, that’s all! I’ll take care of Master’s life worry-free!”

The King of Shu specially arranged several masters to guard Levi Garrison’s side.

This is of course also the meaning of the other eight heavenly kings.

They all wanted to protect Levi Garrison.

“You must hide yourself, and don’t let Master find you!”

“King of heaven, don’t worry! He is just an ordinary person and won’t find us!”

After a few people spoke, they scattered around the villa.

At the same time, Levi Garrison glanced in several directions.

As soon as these people appeared, he knew.

King Shu said something wrong.

Levi Garrison was really targeted by his enemies.

Fengtian City is located in the northeast of Erudia.



Covered with heavy snow, it is icy and snowy.

Several people are exercising in a park.

Taijiquan is slow, but it contains charm.

Twenty degrees below zero, but a few people were wearing thin gowns.

At this time, a man in a jacket came to the people.

“The big thing is not good, the six people who sent out to kill Levi Garrison
disappeared!”

The man said.

“Ok?”

Several people stopped their actions and watched them all.

“How is it possible? Messiah destroyed Levi Garrison’s martial arts line. He is definitely
an ordinary person! How could the six of them disappear?”

One of the old men in the black gown looked disbelief.

“That’s probably someone secretly protecting Levi Garrison!”

“It seems that Levi Garrison is so easy to kill!”

Several others are humane.

The old man in the black gown roared: “I don’t care who is protecting him! I have to
avenge my son!”

“Even if Yanlong Guard is protecting Levi Garrison, I have to kill! Yanlong Guard blocks,
kill them all!”

If other people heard this, they would be so scared that their eyes would fly out.



What’s the identity of this old man?

Messiah must get rid of?

Have to kill all?

Is this bragging too loud?

But everyone else present was calm.

It seems that there is no doubt that the old man has done this.

“My three sons, the eldest son and my son have amazing martial arts talents.

But only the three sons were born to be unable to practice martial arts. But he has a
unique mind and a sense of tenacity! “

“He vowed not to rely on me since he was a child, but to rely on his own efforts to build
a bright future!”

“He did create the Avengers that gave Erudia a headache. He is ambitious and has
bigger plans behind it!

But what this kid didn’t think was that I’ve been helping secretly! Otherwise, why would
War Eagle Nation, East Island, and Star Nation let him be at

his mercy? Otherwise, how could the Avengers grow to such a point? “

“I have been wondering how far this child will grow up?”

Suddenly the old man in the black gown had a grim look and roared, “But Levi Garrison
designed to kill him!”

“Levi Garrison, if you kill my child, then I will kill your child too!!! Let you taste the loss of
your loved ones!”
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At the moment, the old man in the black gown is in madness.

It’s totally different from the way you did Tai Chi just now.

It turns out that he is the father of Black Dragon.

The Black Dragon formed the Avengers and planned various events, and he had a
helping hand behind him.

It’s just that the black dragon doesn’t know it.

Heilong is not actually a sinner, he just pretends to be a sinner and organizes all
sinners.

This is why there is no damage to the face under the mask.

“Everyone who kills my son must die! Especially Levi Garrison must die!”

“I want him to watch his child die first! Then let him die in pain!”

Said the old man in a black gown.

“Are you sure to make such a big deal? Once things get big, we may be exposed!” m.bg.

“According to the rules, we can’t join the WTO!”

“Yes, once we join the WTO! The world will be completely chaotic!”



Several others persuaded.

“I don’t care! To kill my son, I must pay for my life! I am in a hurry, I will kill Messiah!”

Said the old man in a black gown.

“Understand, leave it to me!”

A bloodthirsty killing intent flashed in the eyes of the jacket man.

…

A few days have passed since the death of Prince William, and another big deal has
happened.

Prince William’s father, William II, died…

Died under his own desert eagle.

That is the gun that killed the black dragon.

It is not known whether it was suicide or homicide, and it is still under investigation.

After this happened, the whole world was a sensation.

No less than when Prince William died.

For the first time, everyone thought of Erudia starting.

But William II died in his room.

The Eagle Nation was furious.

Threatened to find out the murderer…

When Erudia heard this message, she didn’t pay much attention.

As long as it doesn’t target Erudia.



After all, no one knows the truth.

Only Levi Garrison’s face changed after hearing this message.

The people behind the black dragon are taking revenge.

Sure enough, it is not ordinary.

Even William II could be killed easily.

The absolute background is great.

More than all that Levi Garrison had encountered before.

But he was not shocked much.

After all, I just learned about the world from the “Master”.

He didn’t think it was terrifying to the powerful forces behind the black dragon.

William II is dead.

So the next step is yourself.

In particular, I failed to kill myself once.

They must send super powerful masters to kill themselves.

But he is not afraid.

Kill as many as you come.

Thank you “mentor” again.

He really can’t be an ordinary person.

If it is really an ordinary person, I don’t know how many deaths.



In the afternoon, Levi Garrison went to pick him up from school.

Several masters secretly arranged by King Shu closely followed.

On the way back, there were few people everywhere.

Suddenly, two people appeared out of thin air and blocked Levi Garrison’s way.

Regarding this, Levi Garrison was shocked.

Sure enough, it is not ordinary.

There was a terrible breath in these two people.

It’s like coming from hell.

Both of these are above the North Devil’s level!

If Messiah knew that there would be two powerhouses above the Northern Demon level
at once.

I’m afraid I will be scared to death.

But they are here to kill Levi Garrison!

“What kind of existence is behind the black dragon?”

Levi Garrison was a little curious.

“Sure enough, the King of Heaven was wrong. Someone wants to target Levi Garrison!”

“Fortunately, we are guarding, otherwise something really happens!”

Several people in the dark laughed.

Immediately, six people appeared and surrounded the two.

“Mr. Ye, you go first, leave these two to us!”



Several people looked confident.
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They would never have thought that the two of them were above the Northern Devil’s
level.

Not to mention them, even if the King of Shu comes, there are no tricks.

After all, no one would have thought that killing an ordinary person would send two
powerhouses above the Northern Demon level.

Furthermore, no matter how you think about it, there will be two powerhouses of this
level appearing.

The Northern Devil brought Erudia enough fear.

Here, two at a time! ! !

The six people sneered at the corners of their mouths: “You made the wrong person! He
is the master of King Shu, you damn it!”

“You leave quickly, you can’t afford these two people!”

Levi Garrison glanced at the six people.



“Ho ho, Mr. Ye, you too underestimate us? Shu Tian Wang can arrange us by your side
to protect you, it is the trust in our strength!”

“We…boom…puff…” mi. c

The words of a few people were still not finished, and a force of terror came like a wave
of horror.

The six people flew upside down like a kite with a broken line.

There was an incredible look across their eyes.

This……

This is too strong, right?

North…North Demon level…

Or two at a time!

Several people are dumbfounded!

Going crazy!

A Northern Demon can toss Erudia miserably!

It’s pretty good for two of you…

unimaginable!

And the appearance of such masters!

The news spread, Erudia sensation, the whole world sensation.

After all, the Northern Devils, who were invited out by the Avengers at such a high price,
actually have two here…



Unless the nine heavenly kings make a move together, they can only be killed with that
set of combined attacks!

Otherwise, there will be no way!

This is over!

Levi Garrison couldn’t help but not say, even he had to finish it!

The two had no words, but slowly walked towards Levi Garrison.

“You are going to die, and your daughter is going to die too!”

“But we will kill your daughter first, and let you watch the scene of the child dying in
front of you! Let you taste the loss of a loved one!”

The two are cold and merciless.

Faced with this threat, Levi Garrison thought for the first time that the man behind the
black dragon should be his father.

its not right!

Heilong has such a powerful father, how could he become a sinner?

Will you ruin your face?

These were things that Levi Garrison didn’t know.

“bring it on!”

When the two masters start at the same time, they must first kill Levilia.

“No!!!”

The six guards made horrified sounds.

“boom!”



But when one person was about to take Levilia away, a force bombarded them.

“Ding Ding Ding…”

“Ding Ding Ding…”

The two masters were bombarded and flew out more than ten meters at the same time.

Four traces of black scorch appeared on the ground.

It’s like a tire brakes quickly…

Horrified!

Unbelievable!

The two masters and the six guards were dumbfounded.

“You, you…Are you not an ordinary person? How could you?”

The two masters are crazy.

The six guards were stunned on the spot.

This is not just a problem for ordinary people.

Levi Garrison can defeat two Northern Demon-level powerhouses with one blow!

“Dad is great! Dad is great!”

Levilia clapped his little hands.

“I see, the last time the people sent to kill you disappeared, you killed them yourself!”

The two masters reacted instantly.

“Well, smart!”



Levi Garrison smiled.

“So what? We are so much stronger than the North Demon. If you are the only one, we
still kill it!”

The two masters have a mystery of confidence.

Levi Garrison smiled too.

It just so happened that he was going to test how strong he is now.

“Unlucky for you, Dad is great!”

Levilia scared the road.
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“kill!”

The two masters rushed to Levi Garrison to kill.

The two didn’t leave any hands.

Shot is a terrifying ultimate move!

Within a kilometer of the surrounding area, abandoned buildings, trees and flowers
burst into pieces in an instant.



It seems to have been bombarded by coverage.

It was razed to the ground in an instant.

The huge area became scorched…

Horrible as the end!

This is the horror of two strong men who are stronger than the North Devil at the same
time!

Fortunately, the place where Levi Garrison was leaving was an abandoned area. ..

Otherwise, there will be countless deaths and injuries.

At this moment, even the sky became red, as if dripping blood.

The six guards sent by King Shu were all frightened.

Who can stand this?

It’s just that Levi Garrison’s mouth has a chuckle.

He moved.

Ignore the attacks of the two masters.

Appeared in front of the two in an instant.

The speed and defense made the two dumbfounded.

Is that human being?

“boom!”

“boom!”

…



Photographed by Tian Ling Gai facing the two.

The two fell straight.

There was no movement.

“Dad, what’s the matter with them?”

Levilia asked curiously.

Levi Garrison smiled: “They were just fainted by their dad! Nothing!”

It turned out that although he could win against the North Demon, it would take some
time.

But now, two powerhouses who are stronger than the Northern Devil, he can instantly
crush them.

I seem to be a bit too strong, right?

“This, this…”

The six guards looked dumbfounded.

Levi Garrison obviously abolished his martial arts, Messiah Gaoren also specially
blocked and destroyed his martial arts.

He can no longer practice martial arts for life, just an ordinary person.

In the end, there is nothing to say, but it is stronger than before?

Two existences stronger than the North Demon were killed by him at the same time?

What kind of strength is this?

“I, I, I…”

Everyone’s mouth trembled, looking crazy.



“Don’t kill us! Don’t kill us!”

They naturally understood that this was Levi Garrison’s biggest secret.

Knowing his secret, it is normal to be killed.

Several people knelt and begged for mercy.

Life and death are between Levi Garrison’s thoughts.

Levi Garrison smiled: “I won’t kill you! But you have to listen to me!”

“understand!”

Everyone kowtowed on the ground.

After Levi Garrison confessed, he left here with Levilia in his arms.

Several people quickly disposed of the body…

At this moment, the big event in North Hampton has reached Messiah’s ears.

“It’s not good, a certain abandoned area in the southwest of North Hampton was razed
to the ground…”

“I don’t rule out the possibility of bombing, but we haven’t found any traces of fighters in
the North Hampton Theater!”

“I now suspect that it was a masterpiece who made the shot, and it should be no less
than the North Demon!”

“Hi!!! The North Demon!”

“Hurry up and ask King Shu to find out what’s going on?”

…

King Shu was ordered to go to the abandoned area to inquire.



After arriving at the scene, King Shu Tian was taken aback.

“Horrible! This is a North Demon level master!”

“Hurry up and tell the other Eight Heavenly Kings and Messiah that there is a North
Demon level powerhouse in North Hampton, and he is currently

missing!”

“In addition, send all the power to investigate!”

King Shu was already in a cold sweat.

“Why did you appear in North Hampton? What’s in North Hampton? Could it
be…Master!”

King Shu suddenly thought that the North Demon level master was coming towards
Levi Garrison.

“Not good, dangerous!”

The king of Shu rushed to the royal villa non-stop.

When he arrived nearby, King Shu saw several men hiding in the dark.

He breathed a sigh of relief.

The presence of these people shows that Levi Garrison is safe.

“Have you encountered a North Demon-level powerhouse?”

King Shu asked casually.

But the six of them looked weird.
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Of course I have encountered it!

Still two!

They witnessed everything with their own eyes not long ago.

“Huh? Have you met?”

King Shu saw that several people were abnormal.

“No…no…”

“What’s wrong with King Shu? There is a North Demon level powerhouse in North
Hampton? It’s terrible, right?”

Thinking of Levi Garrison’s explanation, several people immediately changed the
subject.

“Yes, a North Demon level powerhouse has appeared. I am afraid that he will come to
deal with the master.”

“What’s going on, tell me right away!”

After King Shu left, several people let out a long sigh of relief. ..

“You remember, Mr. Ye must never be revealed!”

Everyone nodded to each other.

In the North Hampton area, the message of North Demon level powerhouses spread
like wildfire.



For a while, Erudia was panicking everywhere.

Later, Erudia released a notice through TV or the media-to let everyone rest assured
that nothing will happen.

Even if a master of the North Demon level appears, Erudia still has nine heavenly kings.

No one needs to be afraid.

Zoey looked at Levi Garrison, who was staring at the TV, and smiled: “Although you said
that you are an ordinary person, you still care about Erudia. If

you are still there, I am afraid that you have already gone out to find this person. Right?”

Levi Garrison just smiled and didn’t reply.

What else are you looking for?

They were all killed by him.

But he was very curious about the people behind the black dragon.

You can send out two strong men who are stronger than the North Devil to kill yourself
at will.

What kind of background does this have?

He suddenly heard a sentence that the prison elder said-there are a part of this world
that live in the abyss, don’t be curious and try to check them.

When you stare at the abyss, the abyss also stares at you.

The old man’s words are simple.

It means that there are a lot of things you don’t know in the big world.

This thing includes things and people, as well as secrets and so on.



Just like the old man in prison.

So far, Levi Garrison didn’t know his identity.

The old man is like a god.

omnipotent!

So there are still many existences in this world that you don’t understand.

The figure behind the black dragon is the tip of the mysterious iceberg.

“call!”

Levi Garrison took a long breath.

No wonder Heilong’s files can’t be found in the slightest.

You must know that the information of all the members of the other Avengers has been
found, except for the black dragon.

That shows that his background is scary.

It is beyond the normal category.

Even the hidden powers like the Four Great Gate Valves can’t even imagine the
existence.

“I don’t know what master they will send next?”

Levi Garrison muttered to himself.

I am so grateful to my teacher.

Had it not been for him, he would have died a long time ago.

The enemy is so powerful, what can you use to block it?



Somewhere in the deep outskirts of Erudia Fengtian City, there is a small village hidden
in the snow-capped mountains.

There are wooden houses everywhere.

In a wooden house, several people are grilling on the stove.

These people are the ones who practice Tai Chi in the park.

“It’s not good, they failed!”

“The people who went to kill Levi Garrison disappeared again!”

At this moment someone came running and shouted loudly.

Heilong’s father heard: “What? Disappeared again?”

“Do you know what’s going on?”

Others also asked.

The man shook his head: “I don’t know! It’s strange to say that the two masters who
went to kill Levi Garrison this time were better than the North Devil!

How could they disappear?”

“Unless the nine heavenly kings join forces, no one can be the opponent of the two!”

A cold light flashed in the eyes of Heilong’s father: “So there are other experts around
Levi Garrison?”
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“Do not rule out this possibility, otherwise, how could they disappear?”

Other humane.

“That’s not right! The two teams sent out this time are both better than the North Devil.
How can Levi Garrison have people who kill them?”

“I don’t think we should act rashly! Or find out what’s going on first? So as not to cause
unnecessary trouble!”

Someone suggested.

The old man in the black gown looked angry: “It’s anxious, I’ll go kill Levi Garrison
myself! My son can’t die in vain!”

“Yes, the third brother can’t die in vain! It’s really impossible for us to join the world to
kill!”

The two brothers of Heilong exude terrible murderous aura.

Judging from the aura of the two, they were much more powerful than the two sent to
kill Levi Garrison.

“No! Both of your brothers are powerful at the supreme level!”

“Once you join the WTO, it will cause great turmoil!” mi. c

“If they knew about it, it would be in trouble.”

…



The previous powerhouses were judged by god-level and grandmaster.

For example, the North Demon.

It is the strongest in the Grandmaster level!

But there are levels above the master!

That is the supreme class!

But the supreme class is a hundred times rarer than the master!

At present, the information about the Supreme Powers is sealed in Messiah’s most
confidential archives.

Messiah has never heard of it.

Because for a hundred years, I have never heard of it.

But if you haven’t heard of it, it doesn’t mean that there is none.

It can only show that you are not at a level enough to reach it.

Now Levi Garrison did indeed get in touch.

The supreme powerhouse has appeared! ! !

The supreme-level powerhouse is equivalent to a lot of secrets that are beyond the
norm.

The real secrets are in the hands of very few.

It calmed down for a while.

Because Messiah is investigating, and Heilong’s father is also investigating.

The Eagle Nation is still investigating the cause of William II’s death.



It’s just that all three parties have found nothing…

The person involved, Levi Garrison, was at ease, smiling to see that they were so busy.

But during this time Levi Garrison understood a truth.

Just like what the mentor said.

He has no way of being an ordinary person in his life.

This is true for his wife and children.

So Levi Garrison is already guiding Levilia and Zoey to practice martial arts.

They have a bit of strength, it’s best to protect themselves.

But Levi Garrison would not directly tell Zoey that she would practice martial arts.

It is only slowly guided by some methods similar to Tai Chi.

As for Levilia, Levi Garrison is an all-round cultivation.

Levilia is still young, is a good seed, and learns quickly.

A few days later, Levilia was playing in a decent way.

He yelled: “Grandma, Mom and Dad, Levilia will protect you from now on!”

“From now on, Levilia will be the God of War!”

Levilia’s big eyes were full of fighting spirit.

Although Levilia is well-behaved, his personality is a bit like Levi Garrison.

“Levi, I think you are idle! Retire from the position of God of War, and no subordinates
can practice. Let’s train with both Levilia and Niang!”

Emma glared at Levi Garrison.



Zoey smiled and said, “Mom, don’t tell me! I feel that my body is obviously getting
better!”

“Well, I’ll join you tomorrow!”

Emma said.

“Sister-in-law, I also want to join!”

Zhou Nanyan also raised his hand.

“Good job, everyone!”

Levi Garrison smiled.

He understood a profound truth-the best protection is to make them stronger.

Every day from now on, everyone can see Levi Garrison and several people playing Tai
Chi-like fist in the open space.

As everyone knows, this is the peerless technique taught to Levi Garrison by the old
man.

“Fool, right? Tai Chi for a family? It’s a shame!”


